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A History of South African Literature 2004-11-18 this book is a critical study of south african literature from colonial and pre colonial times onwards christopher heywood discusses
selected poems plays and prose works in five literary traditions khoisan nguni sotho afrikaans english and indian the discussion includes over 100 authors and selected works including
poets from mqhayi marais and campbell to butler serote and krog theatre writers from boniface and black to fugard and mda and fiction writers from schreiner and plaatje to bessie head and
the nobel prizewinners gordimer and coetzee the literature is explored in the setting of crises leading to the formation of modern south africa notably the rise and fall of the emperor shaka s
zulu kingdom the colenso crisis industrialisation the colonial and post colonial wars of 1899 1914 and 1939 and the dissolution of apartheid society in heywood s study south african
literature emerges as among the great literatures of the modern world
Lewis Carroll Among His Books 2015-01-09 charles lutwidge dodgson known better by his pseudonym lewis carroll was a 19th century english logician mathematician photographer and
novelist he is especially remembered for his children s tale alice s adventures in wonderland and its sequel through the looking glass by the time of dodgson s death in 1898 alice the
integration of the two volumes had become the most popular children s book in england by the time of his centenary in 1932 it was perhaps the most famous in the world this book presents a
complete catalogue of dodgson s personal library with attention to every book the author is known to have owned or read alphabetized entries fully describe each book its edition its
contents its importance and any particular relevance it might have had to dodgson the library not only provides a plethora of fodder for further study on dodgson but also reflects the
victorian world of the second half of the 19th century a time of unprecedented investigation experimentation invention and imagination dodgson s volumes represent a vast array of
academic interests from victorian england and beyond including homeopathic medicine spiritualism astrology evolution women s rights children s literature linguistics theology eugenics and
many others the catalogue is designed for scholars seeking insight into the mind of charles dodgson through his books
The Theatre 1892 vol for 1888 includes dramatic directory for feb dec vol for 1889 includes dramatic directory for jan may
The Presence of Pessoa 2021-12-14 fernando pessoa 1888 1935 is perhaps the most engaging of the great western modernists of this century born in portugal but raised and educated in
southern africa pessoa wrote poetry fiction and nonfiction george monteiro provides refreshingly new interpretations of pessoa s mensagem message and the modernist novella 0 banqueiro
anarquista the anarchist banker but he is primarily interested in tracing pessoa s influence on a wide range of contemporary writers among those monteiro finds putting pessoa s work to
their own surprising and sometimes comic uses are joyce carol oates allen ginsberg john wain lawrence ferlinghetti and earlier poets including thomas merton edouard roditi and roy campbell
in addition the complete text of campbell s pioneering biocritical study of pessoa is published here for the first time
Snippets of Time 2001 of the great epic poets in the western tradition luis vaz de cam�es c 1524 1580 remains perhaps the least known outside his native portugal and his influence on
literature in english has not been fully recognized in this major work of comparative scholarship george monteiro thus breaks new ground focusing on english language writers whose vision
and expression have been sharpened by their varied responses to cam�es introduced to english readers in 1655 cam�es s work from the beginning appealed strongly to writers the young
elizabeth barrett s camonean poems for example inspired edgar allan poe to appropriate elements from cam�es herman melville s reading of cam�es bore fruit in his career long borrowings from
the portuguese poet longfellow t w higginson and emily dickinson read and championed cam�es and cam�es as epicist and love poet is an �minence grise in several of elizabeth bishop s
strongest brazilian poems southern african writers have interpreted and reinterpreted adamastor cam�es s spirit of the cape as both a symbol of a dangerous and mysterious africa and an
emblem of european imperialism recognizing the presence of cam�es leads monteiro to provocative rereadings of such texts as dickinson s master letters poe s raven melville s late poetry and
bishop s questions of travel
The Presence of Cam�es 2021-12-14 from the outset south africa s history has been marked by division and conflict along racial and ethnic lines from 1948 until 1994 this division was
formalized in the national party s policy of apartheid because apartheid intruded on every aspect of private and public life south african literature was preoccupied with the politics of
race and social engineering since the release from prison of nelson mandela in 1990 south africa has been a new nation in the making inspired by a nonracial idealism yet beset by poverty and
violence south african writers have responded in various ways to njabulo ndebele s call to rediscover the ordinary the result has been a kaleidoscope of texts in which evolving cultural
forms and modes of identity are rearticulated and explored an invaluable guide for general readers as well as scholars of african literary history this comprehensive text celebrates the
multiple traditions and exciting future of the south african voice although the south african constitution of 1994 recognizes no fewer than eleven official languages english has remained
the country s literary lingua franca this book offers a narrative overview of south african literary production in english from 1945 to the postapartheid present an introduction identifies
the most interesting and noteworthy writing from the period alphabetical entries provide accurate and objective information on genres and writers an appendix lists essential authors
published before 1945
South Africa 1989 louise jopling a biographical and cultural study is the first in depth study of this nineteenth century painter who was among the first women admitted to the royal
society of british artists in 1902 in part an engaging biography of a compelling celebrity figure and social campaigner in victorian england patricia de montfort s book interweaves a vivid
and rounded portrait of this manchester born artist teacher and author with insightful analysis of jopling s artwork and the aristocratic bohemian social milieu that she inhabited painted
by whistler and millais jopling herself portrayed victorian era celebrities like the actress lillie langtry and her patrons included members of the de rothschild banking family her work also
included figure compositions interiors landscape and genre scenes drawing upon jopling s unpublished diaries notebooks and correspondence as well as her 1925 memoir twenty years of my life
de montfort s study opens the way for a twenty first century rediscovery of this now little known artist who combined professional artistic practice with social activism against the
backdrop of an often troubled private life the full scope of jopling s artistic endeavours are discussed in relation to the cultural framework for fin de si e working women as are her
progressive views on education and women s suffrage
Area Handbook for the Republic of South Africa 1971 in a telegram sent on 29 april 1963 ingrid jonker thanks andr� brink for his letter and flowers they had met a few days before he was
almost twenty eight she thirty this was the beginning of a correspondence between two writers that lasted up until three months before jonker drowned herself at three anchor bay half a
century later their love letters are published here for the first time in more than two hundred letters that have never been seen before a gripping love affair unfolds
South Africa 1986 close listening brings together seventeen strikingly original essays especially written for this volume on the poetry reading the sound of poetry and the visual
performance of poetry while the performance of poetry is as old as poetry itself critical attention to modern and postmodern poetry performance has been surprisingly slight this volume
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featuring work by critics and poets such as marjorie perloff susan stewart johanna drucker dennis tedlock and susan howe is the first comprehensive introduction to the ways in which
twentieth century poetry has been practiced as a performance art from the performance styles of individual poets and types of poetry to the relation of sound to meaning from historical
and social approaches to poetry readings to new imaginations of prosody the entries gathered here investigate a compelling range of topics for anyone interested in poetry taken together
these essays encourage new forms of close listenings not only to the printed text of poems but also to tapes performances and other expressions of the sounded and visualized word the
time is right for such a volume with readings spoken word events and the gaining an increasing audience for poetry close listening opens a number of new avenues for the critical discussion of
the sound and performance of poetry
A Local Habitation 1991 this volume aims to be a useful companion to both the specialist and non specialist reader of south african literature in english and covers a period from
approximately 1795 the time of the first british occupation of the cape to the end of 1985 pref
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